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Figure 1: From left to right: the original image, the image with the target regionhighlighted, the constructed image using AIEI, the constructed image using CIEI.[3] Object removal is concerned with the problem of replacing a user selectedarea, termed the target region Ω, in an image Υ with a new computer generatedplausible image (see �gure. 1) . This may be used to remove unwanted people orobjects from a photograph. The most successful methods for doing use exemplarbased texture synthesis which is using textures from the remainder of the image,termed the source region Φ = Υ − Ω , to �ll in the target region. This is doneone patch at a time and in most algorithms the user must determine the size ofpatch to be used. The algorithm selects a patch to be �lled in the target regioncalled the current patch Ψp, which is centered on pixel p. The most similarpatch from the source region, termed the candidate patch Ψq , is then copiedonto the current patch.The main di�erences in object removal algorithms are the methods used tode�ne the best candidate patch to copy onto the current patch. Also, as thetarget region is �lled previously inserted patches contribute to the future chosenpatches, therefore the order in which current patches are chosen to be �lled alsoe�ects the results.Criminisi et al. [1] describe an algorithm (AIEI) which orders the sequenceof patches to be �lled by two variables. The �rst is a con�dence factor whichdescribes how much information is available to aid in current patch selection.The second is a data factor which indicates the linear structure intersecting thetarget region at the pixel where the current patch is centered. The algorithm en-courages patches which contribute to linear structure entering the target regionwhile also encouraging patches with a high amount of information available tobe �lled in �rst. The candidate patch is selected by minimizing a simple distancefunction. This algorithm is described in more detail in the following section.Wu et al. [3] edit the data factor in the previous algorithm to encouragepatches which show intruding linear structure while discouraging patches whichare parallel to linear structure (CIEI). This modi�cation improves the algorithmand a comparison of the results is shown in �gure 5 and in �gure 1.Along Isophote Exemplar-based InpaintingThe algorithm presented in [1] uses the order in which the patches are placedto preserve linear structure in the image. This is termed �ll order and uses1



Figure 2: a) Shows the source region Φ, target region Ω, and the boundaryseparating them δΩ.b) The current patch Ψp has been selected on pixel p. c) Thecandidate patch Ψqis most likely selected from along the same texture boundaryin the image. d) The optimal candidate patch is copied onto the target patch
Ψp. [1]con�dence values and data values for each pixel along the perimeter of thetarget region to order patches by giving them priority values. These priorityvalues are used to select patches which contribute to the linear structure whileremaining consistent to the source region.The pixel with the maximum priority is then found and the most similarpatch in the source region is centered over it. The patch must be sampledentirely from the source region and a distance function is used to calculatethe similarity of the candidate patch and the current source patch. The entiresource region is raster scanned to �nd the optimal candidate patch before it iscopied onto the current patch. The new con�dence factors are then assigned,the new priorities calculated and the next iteration proceeds until the entiretarget region is �lled in.InitializationInitially the algorithm needs an image Υ separated into the source region Φ andan target region Ω (see �gure 2). Additionally the user speci�es a template win-dow Ψ size, which indicates the size of patch to be copied during each iteration.By default this is a 9 × 9 pixel window however the it should be set slightlylarger than the largest distinguishable texture element in the source region.Each pixel in the image has a colour value and a con�dence value whichindicates our con�dence that the pixel has been �lled in correctly. On initial-ization the colour value is assigned 'empty' for pixels in the target region andthe con�dence values for all the pixels non-empty pixels (i.e those in the sourceregion) is 1. Once pixels are �lled in con�dence values cannot be changed.Finding the maximum pixel priorityEach pixel along the boundary δΩ (see �gure 3) of the target region Ω has apriority value de�ned a

P (p) = C(p)D(p) (1)2



Figure 3: Shown is the source region Φ, target region Ω, the target boundary δΩ,current patch Ψp centered on pixel p, the normal np to the target boundary atpixel p , and the isophote ∇I⊥p at pixel p. [1]where C(p) is the con�dence value and D(p) is the data value for pixel pand de�ned as
C(p) =

∑

q∈Ψp∩Φ

C(q)/ | Ψp |

D(p) = (∇I⊥p · np)/αwhere | Ψp | is the number of pixels in the current patchΨp, α is a normal-ization factor (i.e α = 255 for a typical gray scale image) , np is a unit vectornormal to the perimeter at this pixel p, and ∇Ip/ change of illumination at thispixel. Therefore ∇I⊥p is the magnitude and direction of the strongest isophote.At initialization, the con�dence values C(p) are set to C(p) =0∀p∈ Ω and
C(p) = 1∀p∈ Φ.The con�dence value is a measure of reliable information surrounding thepixel. This encourages pixels with more of the surrounding area already �lledin to be �lled in �rst, as well as the boundary of target region to be �lled inbefore the center (see �gure 4).The data value is a function of the strength of isophote entering the targetregion at each perimeter pixel each. This is a scaled measure of the change ofillumination along the perimeter. This encourages pixels which contribute tothe linear structure of the image to be �lled in �rst.Once all perimeter pixels have been assigned their priority values the pixelwith the highest priority is found and the next candidate patch is to be centeredon this pixel.Finding the best candidate patchTo �nd the best candidate patch the source region is raster scanned and thecandidate patch centered on the pixel which minimized a simple distance func-3



Figure 4: This series of pictures demonstrates the �ll order of the AIEI algo-rithm. Notice, particularly in the third image, that the bounding edges betweenthe building and the foliage have a higher priority. [1]tion is chosen. A valid candidate patch must be completely inside the sourceregion.
Ψq̂ = arg min

Ψq∈Φ

d(Ψp̂, Ψq) (2)where the distance between two candidate patches and is the sum of squareddi�erences of the already �lled pixels in the two patches.
d(Ψp̂, Ψq) =

∑

i,j

(Ψp̂(i, j) − Ψq(i, j))
2where Ψp(i, j) is value of the pixel (i, j) in the CIE Lab color space [2]. Oncethe candidate patch has been found its is copied pixel for pixel into the targetregion of the current patch.Updating con�dence valuesThe con�dence values for the new pixels are then assigned and frozen.

C(p) = C(p̂), ∀p ∈ Ψp̂ ∩ Ω (3)This will result in con�dence values decreasing towards the center of thetarget region, encouraging the outside to be �lled �rst. The process is thenrepeated with the new con�dence values and the new target region.
Ω′ = Ω + Ψp̂Cross Isophotes Exemplar-based InpaintingAn extension to the previous algorithm has been proposed byWu et. al [3] whereit is suggested that the data value should be the di�usion of total variation.4



Figure 5: From left to right: The �rst image shows the original picture, next hasthe target region is highlighted, the third shows the results of the AIEI algorithm,and the last the CIEI algorithm.[3]
D(p) =| uεε | / | ∇u | (4)where | ∇u | is the magnitude of change of illuminance along the perimeter

δΩ and | uεε | is the second order directional derivative of image in the directionalong the normal direction. Notice that when the change of illumination alongthe normal ∇u is large the data value D(p) is small. This discourages pixels tobe selected when there is slight linear structure along the perimeter. When thesecond order derivative uεε is data value D(p) is large. This encourages pixelsto be selected when linear structure is intruding into the target region Ω at thispoint.ConclusionBy visually inspecting the newly created images using each algorithm the im-provement brought by using the CIEI data value calculation (Figures 1 & 5)can easily be seen. This algorithm successfully creates a plausible target regionand currently is one of the best available.
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